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Backward-stimulated emission and nonreciprocity in optics
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Conditions for enhanced backward-stimulated emission are formulated for a thin layer of gain
medium. A comparison is made between the enhanced backward-stimulated emission and the
reflection from a dielectric film. A nonreciprocal reflective structure using a gain layer and a
dielectric 61m is described. Such a device can be used to construct ring lasers with controllable
unidirectional operation.

I. INTRODUCTION II. BACKWARD-STIMULATED EMISSION

Generally, stimulated emission refers to the radiation
that is copropagating in phase with the incident stimulat-
ing laser beam. However, within the framework of semi-
classical and classical theories, the backward-stimulated
emission exists also, although usually very weak. Except
for the case of a thin layer of gain medium, or for a peri-
odic gain structure with a spacing of A/2, destructive in-
terferences make the backward-stimulated emission neg-
ligible as compared to the forward emission. AVhen such
a gain structure is used in a ring laser, the backward-
and forward-stimulated emissions are comparable, ' and
therefore the conventional equations for the ring laser dy-
namics are no longer applicable.

From the classical point of view, the backward-
stimulated emission is simply a reflection from the in-
terface between a dielectric and a gain medium, due to
the mismatch in the imaginary parts of their indices of re-
fraction. Consequently, the "reflection" from a gain layer
and that from a dielectric film dilfer by a phase of x/2.
A nonreciprocal device is created when a gain layer and
a, dielectric film are located A/8 apart. A beam incident
from one side of the device experiences a constructive
interference in reflection, while the beam incident from
the other side observes a destructive interference in re-
flection. This feature of the device should have potential
application in ring lasers for unidirectional operation.

Unidirectional operation of ring lasers is desirable for
various practical applications as well as for fundamental
research purposes. More power can be extracted from a
unidirectional homogeneously broadened laser, because
of the absence of mutual saturation. Unidirectional lasers
are needed to study the dynamics of a single mode ring
laser, and to perform intracavity investigation of the
interaction of a traveling wave with matter. Ot, her appli-
cations include the development of active optical bistable
devices. . Simplicity, efFiciency, and compactness of
structure are the key advantages of the structure pro-
posed here, over the various schemes for unidirectional
operation of ring lasers that have been reported

The conventional concept of the stimulated emission
being copropagating with the stimulating radiation re-
sults from the averaging of dipole radiation over a macro-
scopic volume. According to the semiclassical theory of
electrodynamics, the stimulat, ed emission from an atom
in the excited state has the pattern of an electric-dipole
moment with its axis lined up with the driving field. Let
the incident beam propagating along axis z and polarized
along z be E = E'e' ' "'x. The electric field radiated at
the position r by an atomic dipole at r' is given by

F, =f(r)rxxxre '"(

where f(r) is a function of r—:~r —r ~, and i = (r-
r')/r AVhen .a large number of atoms is located within
a thin layer ~r' w z~ ( d, the total radiation, as a result
of interference, is then only along the forward and the
bacl'ward direction:

F Q g i((ut kz) ~ g g— —2ikz i(urt+kz)me e )

(2)
where I, refers to the mth atomic dipole.

It is obvious from the above Eq. (2) that the backward-
stimulated emission is negligible if the atoms are dis-
tributed uniformly over a layer with thickness d )) A.
This is consistent with the observations under common
experimental conditions. At the limit of d (& A, however,
the backward- and forward-stimulated electric fields are
of equal magnitude.

Another approach is that of the classical optical theory,
in which a medium with a gain constant o. has a complex
index of refraction n = no(l —in/2k). Let us consider
a structure as shown in Fig. 1, in which a thin layer of
such a gain medium is embedded in a dielectric with an
index of refraction no.

Assuming —as is the case in most practical situations—that n/2I' « I, the reflection coeIIicient from the
interface is
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III. OPTICAL NONRECIPROCITY

Let us consider the device depicted in Fig. 2, with a
spacing of l = A/8 + mA/2 between a gain layer and a
dielectric film.

The total reflection coefficient of the device for a beam
incident from the left is given by

R+ Rg + Rde ' ' = Rg + iRd
0!d

+ 2rI;D
2 (8)

no no while the total reflection coeFicient from the right is given
by

FIG. 1. Thin gain layer embedded in a dielectric medium
of index no.

R R~+ Rde ' ' = R~ —2Rd
0', d —2rkD .
2 (9)

- + -I 2ik{1 ia/2k—)d -(I 2ikd)

ikd R ikd (4)

where

Ad
R (5)

is the effective reflection coefficient localized at the plane
of symmetry of the layer. The transmission coefficient is
given by

ggl ik{1—iu/2 )dkikd(I + ~d/2)

where we have used tt' = 1 —p 1. The forward-
stimulated emission, T —e' ", is indeed equal to the
backward-stimulated emission, R, under the conditions
of n/2k « I and kd « x.

Let us new compare the previous situation to that of
a thin (thickness D « A) dielectric layer of refractive
index n embedded in a dielectric of index nQ. Within the
approximation of ~no —n~ && no and kD && x,

AQp:
AQ

20,'

4k

Assuming that kd && z, the total reflection coefFicient
R from the structure is given by

In Eqs. (8) and (9), the plane of symmetry of the gain
layer is chosen as reference. Equation (8) expresses the
enhancement of the total reflection from one side of the
device, through constructive interference of the reflection
from the two layers. In Eq. (9) on the other hand, the to-
tal reflection from the other side of the device is reduced
through destructive interference. This very elementary
device is thus optically nonreciprocal. This statement
remains true when the gain layer is replaced by an ab-
sorptive layer. A more detailed expression can be readily
derived for R+ and R by treating the film and the de-
vice as Fabry-Perot etalons.

The preceding evaluation of single pairs of layers can
obviously be extended to multilayer structures. The de-
vice of Fig. 1, or the pair of dielectric-gain layer con-
sidered above, can be the "unit cell" of a structure with
periodicity of A/2. In both cases, the reflection coeKcient
of either Eq. (5) or (8) or (9) is increased proportionally
to the number of the layers. In the case of the structure
of Fig. I, the backward radiation can be increased by a
periodic structure, and the restriction on the thickness of
each layer, kd && x, does not set a limit to the amplitude

R —r + r'e ' —22rkDe'
ika

where r = (no —n)/(no + n) = r' is a real number, —
and Rd = —2irI/:D is the efI'ective reflection coefficient at
t, he plane of symmetry of the dielectric film. An essen-
tial distinction between the two cases considered above is
that the effective reflection coefficient of a dielectric layer
is imaginary, while that of a gain layer is real (with the
reflection plane localized at the plane of symmetry of the
corresponding layer). The conclusion for the dielectric
film still holds for a film with arbitrary thickness.

Rd

no n n, n no

FIG. 2. Optically nonreciprocal structure consisting of a
thin gain medium and a dielectric reflector.
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of the backward-stimulated emission that can be gener-
ated. The length of the structure to be used is limited
by the linewidth of the incident beam.

(@=~+—0 + I R +R+ ~sin@,
I+ I )

(14)

IV. UNIDIRECTIONAL RING LASER

When the device in Fig. 2 is placed in a ring laser
cavity, the equations of motion of the laser fields for the
clockwise (cw) and counterclockwise (ccw) modes are,
respectively,

'y
E+ ——E+ —iQ+E+ P(I+—+2I )E++R E — E+,—

2

(10)

E = E ——iQ E —P(I +2I+)E +R+E+ — E—
2

where n/2 is the total gain coefficient, including the gain
from the device and that from an additional conventional
gain medium, 0+ and 0 are the intrinsic frequencies of
the cw and ccw laser modes, respectively, 7/2 is the loss
coeKcient of the laser cavity, and P is the self-saturation
coeKcient. It should be noticed that the device has the
same transmission in both sides, despite t, he diA'erence in
reflection. This ensures the validity of using the same
gain and loss coeKcients for the oppositely propagating
waves. (See Ref. 1 for more complete expressions of the
saturation terms. )

If R+ and R are real, as was the case in Eqs. (8)
and (9), Eqs. (10) and (11) can be rewritten as

I+ ——nI+ —2P(I+ + 2I )I+ + 2R +I+I cos rl'r —pI+,
(»)

I = nI —2P(I +2I+)I +2R+/I+I cos@ —yI

where we have used E+ ——/I+e'~+, E = gI e'~-, and
for the phase difference between the waves

at t,he gain layer. XVhen ~Q+ —0
~

&& ~R gI /I+ +
R/I+/I ~, one can expect that, according to the stan-
dard theory of ring lasers, 3 the following are true.

(1) The two modes lock to each other, i.e. , rlr and @
0.

(2) The laser lases unidirectionaHy or is dominant
at the mode with higher gain, n + 2R gI /I+ or
n + 2R+QI+/I . In other words, if R &) R+, then
I+ y& I .

It can also be seen from Fig. 2 that changing the spac-
ing between the gain layer and the dielectric film from
A /8+ mA /2 to —A/8+ mA/2 results in a switch of direc-
tionality of the device. The side that experienced con-
structive interferences will thereafter experience destruc-
tive interferences, and vice versa. The refIections R+ and
R can thus be modulated by tuning the spacing / in
Fig. 2. The direction of operation of a ring laser can be
controlled and switched by using this multilayer element
as laser gain medium, as can be investigated through
Eqs. (10) and (11).

In summary, we have shown that enhanced backward-
stimulated emission can be obtained by a thin layer of
gain medium or a periodic gain structure with spacing of
A/2. A type of optically nonreciprocal device has been
proposed, which uses the interference between the en-
hanced backward-stimulated emission from the layered
gain and the reflection from a dielectric film. Such a de-
vice can be used in a ring laser to control or modulate
its unidirectional operation.
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